
SOFTWARE from EVRY~RE 

INTRODUCING INTERACTIVE FICTION 

Our Interactive Fiction series puts you in a literary setting a 
narrated story in which you are a character. What you say and do 
determines if you live or die, achieve fame and fortune, or disgrace. 
They all require MBASIC, 48K and two disk drives. Both HOOS and CP/M 
versions are available. 

SIX MICRO - STORIES 
A good introduction to Interactive Fiction. You take part in six short 
stories, each with many outcomes. Be a spy in Hitler's Third Reich, the 
pilot of a doomed 747, and more. SIX MICRO-STORIES is $17.50 

DRAGONS OF HONG KONG 

The story begins as you walk into Big Al's bar to meet Professor Goodman 
who has just discovered a terrible secret. This secret takes you to the 
Far East where you have a chance to free the world of an age-old blight, 
clear your nam~ of a despicabie ~ ·.me and finish the story in the arms 
of the woman of your dreams. DRAGONS of HONG KONG is $21.50 

FAST ACTION GRAPHIC GAMES 

Our fast action games challenge your reflexes and skill against a 
determined and worthy opponent (your computer). Available on Dual Format 
(HOOS - CP/M) disk. 

GALACTIC WARRIOR 

The deadly Evils have launched a massive attack against your home 
galaxy. The Galactic Empire is in ruin and most of its defenses have 
been weakened. You are the best warrrior in the galaxy and the last 
hope for the Galactic Empire. You have been given the most powerful 
ship and the approximate location of the enemy space station. Your 
mission as the GALACTIC WARRIOR is to stop the impending attack and 
destroy the Evils. 

Your ship is equipped with a powerful force field which will shield you 
from all enemy weapons in emergencies. Your ship is also armed with 
deep space missiles and a powerful short range laser. You must fight 
your way through several waves of deadly star cruisers and destroy their 
heavily armored space station. GALACTIC WARRIOR requires 48k and is 
$19.50. 



Y-WING FIGHTER 

After a long battle, the forces of good have driven the dreaded (and 
powerful) enemy back to EW-1, his home planet. You must fly your Y-WING 
FIGHTER to seek out and destroy this enemy once and for all. The problem 
is that EW-1 has never been explored so very little is known about it. 
The only thing you can be sure of is that the enemy is preparing for 
your attack. 

During your journey, you will meet some of the hostile inhabitatns of 
EW-1. They will do their best to prevent you from reaching your 
destination. Control the speed and altitude of your Y-WING FIGHTER to 
out maneuver them and use powerful front and rear phasers when they 
become too aggressive. Your Y-WING FIGHTER may become damaged as you 
encounter the local meanies. When this happens, you may be able to 
survive by gliding to a safe landing. If successful, you can make 
repairs and take off to continue the mission. Y-WING FIGHTER requires 
48k and is $19.50 

MISSILE CONTROL 

You are under attack by a powerful enemy. He has many long range guided 
missiles and bombers at his disposal. Your responsibility is to protect 
six important cities from the onslaught of this menace by launching 
missiles which can be set to explode anywhere on the screen. The keypad 
is used to move a crosshair which determises where your missile will 
exp~ode. ~ You can en launch a missile from eifhe or bot:ll f your 
launch pads to intercept the approaching enemy missile or bomber. 

If you ever wanted to know what it feels like to be responsible for 
millions of (electronic) lives, now is your chance. MISSILE CONTROL 
requires 32k and is $17.50 • 

INVASION 

After months of defending against the space INVASION, earth is down to 
its last three missile launchers. These launchers have been put under 
your command in a last ditch attempt to save earth. As you are the only 
thing keeping the INVASION from landing, they will do their best to blow 
you to smithereens by dropping bombs that slither down to earth. You 
must also watch out for radioactive fallout when you hit one of the 
Invaders. When your last launcher is destroyed, you will watch with 
agony as the INVASION lands to begin plundering and pillaging. INVASION 
requires 32k and is $17.50 • 

All of our games are available on 5" hard sector disk. All are for the 
H/Z89 and H8/Hl9 systems. Available at many Heath/Zenith retailers or 
order direct from, 
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